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There is a manifesto that is virtually unknown in the West, which should be
completely translated into English and read by all. Its title is The Struggles of the
Servant of the Two Holy Places. Unlike the Protocols of the Elders of Zion this one is
no forgery. The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia published it years ago and we will provide
snapshots from the Arabic and translate them for you to read in English and we
invite all Muslim scholars to refute the translation, which the Arabic text can plainly
be reviewed.
[For access to the text click here].

(Title: The Efforts of the Servant of the Two
Holy Places King Fahd bin Abdul Aziz in
Support of Muslim Minorities)

“Efforts” or ‘’Juhud” in Arabic, a word that stems from Jihad, “to struggle” in English,
as in the German word “Kampf”. The “struggle”, “efforts” or “accomplishments”
pertains to the “Servant” who is the King of Saudi Arabia. His approval of its
contents, which is gathered from some of Saudi Arabia’s choicest scholars including
Sayed Zayn Abedin, the father of Huma Abedin, assistant to the Secretary of State
Hillary Rodham Clinton.
The king’s blessing can be read on every turn of every page. The “Two Holy
Places” are Mecca and Medina, the two holiest shrines in Islam where the Musim
world comes to flock yearly to pay tribute and give their allegiance to Allah. These
“efforts”, “struggles” or “accomplishments” of King Fahd bin Abdul Aziz, prior to his
departure are several volumes, one of which is titled “In Support of the Muslim
Minorities”.
In a nutshell, the manifesto is an Arab Mein Kampf, which details a master
plan on how Islam will rule the globe. While this sounds like some grand conspiracy
theory, the document is very real and the evidence of its execution is plenty. It was
in fact the Abedin family who were commissioned to execute this holy mission in the
West, years before as they were designed way before King Fahd took the throne. We
will explain the inter-linking and the layers of this sinister plan by the Saudi
government.
In it, the Servant of Mecca and Medina defines Islam as “the religion of the
whole world” to both races “humankind” as well as—believe it or not—the “demon
world”. Islam breaks down the demonic realm between “good” and “bad demons”.
The good demons are all Muslim.

CHAPTER II
THE MUSLIM MINORITIES IN THE
WORLD
Islam is the religion of the whole world; sent by
Allah through Muhammad to both races, the Jinn
(demons) and Ins (mankind). It is a religion for all

humanity as commanded by the Holy Quran and
the Prophet’s correct path. This promise was
confirmed since Islam did spread throughout the
earth and multitudes streamed to it.
(Chapter II, “The Muslim Minority in the World:
Understanding The Purpose of Muslim Minority”
p.27)

It details how the Kingdom through what it calls “Muslim Minority Affairs” will
catapult Islam’s destiny by shifting the demographic scale to favor Muslims.

“The Muslim societies in all continents of the world exist
in either ‘Muslim nations’ or ‘Muslim Minorities’. The
assessment to determine what constitutes ‘state’ from a
‘minority state’ is done based on a number of measures.
First the numbers scale, which is, if a nation has Muslims
exceed half the population and its Constitution states that
Islam is its official religion or that Islamic Sharia is its

source of law, this state is then considered an Islamic
state.” (P.p.29) “Since the number of Muslims has risen
greatly in the last years where they became 1.3 billion
Muslims. From these we have (900) million already in
Muslim nations. The 400 million live as communities and
as Muslim Minority” (p. 31) “… In Africa resides (250)
million Muslims and in Europe resides (60) million
Muslims and in North America and South America
resides (10) million Muslims. So, according to these
statistics it is expected that the number of Muslims will
reach 2.6 billion six hundred thousand within a short span
of time. The Muslims then will become a mighty and
effective power in the world, of course, after they—due to
the increase in their numbers—then shift the demographic
balance in their favor.” (p.32).
Every nation on the face of the globe where Muslim minorities exist is mapped out.
Regardless how small the numbers, demographic mapping and population statistics
are included and the Islamic agencies are expected to advance the Wahhabi brand of
Islam. It vows to fulfill the vision set by the father of Wahhabism, a popular
revivalist movement instigated by an eighteenth century theologian, Muhammad ibn
Abd al-Wahhab (1703–1792) from Najd, Saudi Arabia.

“That this region [Saudi Arabia] has been destined for a
historic roll by Allah. So He commissioned the two Imams—
Muhammad bin Saud and Muhammad bin Abdul Wahhab,
may Allah have mercy upon them. But the times have passed
on Imam Muhammad bin Saud by the emergence of the

reformer—Muhammad bin Abdul Wahhab. So the two
Imams cooperated together to judge by what Allah brought
forth, to fight against heresy and to bring Muslims back to
puritan Islam.” (p. 8)
The manifesto’s tool is the Muslim Minority Affairs program which can arrange
“Muslim Minority activism” to advance the goal through the building of mosques,
schools and Islamic centers where minorities exist (pp. 8-13, 17) in order to “establish
a global Sharia in our modern times.” (p. 9-10) The measure also aims to “prevent the
hurdle Muslims encounter from ‘assimilation and melting’ in non-Muslim societies”.
(see page 24) But when it comes to the United States and Canada, the manifesto
describes the major hurdle not mentioned under all the other continents. It is here
where the manifesto sounds more like Mein Kampf.

“The greatest challenge that faces Muslims in the United
States and Canada is the Jews who take advantage of their
material ability and their media to distort the image of Islam

and Muslims there by spreading their lies and distortions in
the minds of the people in these countries. The Jews employ
their efforts and direct their material wealth and their high
positions to serve Zionist interest in the Arab region. They
[the Jews] take advantage of situations to distort the image of
Arabs and Muslims. The Zionist organizations spend
enormous efforts to obstruct the spread of Islam in these
areas.” (P. 79-80)
The Muslim Minority Affairs activism is not void of partners. In the United States,
for example, it mentions its main supporters, The Muslim Society of North
America” (ISNA) and the “Muslim Student Association established in the United
States in 1962” (MSA) (p. 65). It also follows a strict hierarchy as to which
organization is in charge of the other which is subservient to it.

“[Muslim Minority Affairs] will work under the umbrella of
the Muslim World League (MWL) and International Islamic
Relief Organization (IIRO) and World Association of Muslim
Youth (WAMY) and others” (P. 6, also see P. 23)
The Institute of Muslim Minority Affairs (IMMA) was in fact established under the
designed hierarchy by the Saudi government. It was the Muslim World League
(MWL) with Abdullah Omar Naseef who is founder and chief. Naseef chaired the
Muslim World League (MWL) and organized it to work under his umbrella. He also
had IMMA be under World Assembly of Muslim Youth (WAMY) in which Ahmad
Bahefallah as was commissioned to supervise Sayed Zayn Abedin (Huma’s father) as
IMMA’s Chief Editor. This hierarchy matches the Saudi plan and is confirmed by
the Arabic dictionary on media icons by Zarkali:

“In the early 1970's, Sayed Z. Abedin went to Saudi Arabia for one year
as a visiting professor. He was welcomed by King Abdulaziz University,
which provided him the means to create a scholarly program regarding
Muslim Minorities. Dr. Abdullah Omar Naseef, the Dean of King
Abdulaziz University then envisioned the creation of an academic entity
called the Institute of Muslim Minority Affairs (IMMA), under the
management of Ahmed Bahafzallah, who was the General Trustee for
the World Assembly of Muslim Youth (WAMY). Professor Sayed Z.
Abedin was encouraged to supervise the Muslim Affairs and served as
the IMMA's chief editor.” (Al-I’lam by Zarkali, is an encyclopedia on
major figures in the Arabic-Muslim Media, P.p. 218)
The Institute of Muslim Minority Affairs (IMMA) followed the hierarchy set by the
Manifesto since IMMA works under WAMY as it was initiated by the same two

icons who contributed in the creation of WAMY; Dr. Abdullah Omar Naseef
(Chairman of MWL) who appointed another icon Ahmad Bahafzallah of WAMY to
supervise Sayid Zayn Abedin’s IMMA.
The cooperation between Muslim Minority Affairs and the World Association of
Muslim Youth (WAMY) and others has been going on for decades. We included
both English and a snapshot of the Arabic below to help understand the history from
the Arabic sources. The history shows how WAMY began when Muslim leaders
from all parts of the globe gathered yearly to perform the Hajj (Muslim Pilgrimage).
It was a pilgrimage of movers and shakers that came together to establish it from all
parts of the globe (see The Establishment of World Assembly of Muslim Youth, document
snapshot from Arabic sources and its English translation).
Some even came from as far as Japan. Dr. Salih Mahdi al-Samarrai (literally Samurai)
came all the way from the orient to answer the call representing the Islamic Center
of Japan. He explained how WAMY was envisioned. It was a collaboration of
Wahhabist and the Muslim Brotherhood lead by Said Ramadan who was the son-inlaw of Hassan al-Banna, the founder of the Muslim Brotherhood. They all gathered
in Mecca with other elites, scholars, ‘movers and shakers’ and organizers like Ahmad
Bahefzallah and financiers like the wealthy Abdullah Omar Naseef.
Although the Abedins work with Muslim Minority Affairs was years prior to the
publication of the Saudi Manifesto, the concept was nothing new since its etched in
the ancient Islamic jurisprudence called by Salafists, Wahhabists and Muslim
Brotherhood as “The Jurisprudence of Muslim Minority Affairs”.
In other words, the Institute of Muslim Minority Affairs is not simply a name
of an outfit but represents a doctrine rooted in Islamic Sharia. It has set short and
long-term goals. The Muslim Brotherhood discusses in length this jurisprudence
with Sheikh Yusuf Qaradawi setting the manual in the Brotherhood’s policy.
When it comes to the Jurisprudence of Muslim Minority Affairs, Muslim scholars
cross the board have an obsession to transform the individual into the collective.
Abdul-Majid al-Najjar, Assistant Secretary-General of the European Council for
Fatwa and Research states:

“It was ordained that Islam was assigned the mission to
inherit the globe. It is a mission possible through only the
collective religious performance and mission impossible
through individual religiosity.”
To Taha Jaber al-Alwani, who runs our military Muslim chaplaincy program, Muslim
minorities have a privilege:

“…it [Muslim Minority Affairs] is a Jurisprudence for a
group confined to its special circumstances which is
allowed what others are not. Its exercise needs an
understanding of social sciences, especially sociology,
economics, political science and international relations.”
Al-Alwani insists that for the “fundamentals for success of the Muslim Minority
Jurisprudence it must adhere to the collective earth concept”. He explains:

“Commitment to the Quranic concept of Geography: The
land belongs to Allah, his religion is Islam, and every country
is the "House of Islam" in fact now, in the present time, or the
"House of Islam" by force in the coming future. The whole of
humanity is "Islam Nation": it is either "the religion of the
nation" which has embraced this religion, or "proselyte nation"
we are obliged to enter.”
Mohammed bin Mukhtar Shanqeeti, Director Islamic Center of Lubbock Texas
states:

“The Muslim Minority Jurisprudence is not a heresy or a
novel, its an ancient doctrine filled with the provisions for
Muslims living in Dar al-Kufr (House of the Heathen) or
Dar Al-Harb (House of War)”
This is why we find the Abedin family work with nefarious characters like Naseef and
Qaradawi. It is crucial to connect the dots by understanding how interlinked these
organizations are and how far back they go when Naseef spearheaded the Abedin’s
IMMA and commissioned the Abedins from Saudi Arabia to run the Muslim
Minority Affairs program in the West.
Sayed Zayn Abedin served as Chief Editor of IMMA until he passed away in
1993. The family business of the Abedins later included his children; Hassan, Huma
and Heba. Saleha his wife became Editor and the three children became Assistant
Editors. The Abedins managed the Muslim Minority Affairs as a single unit.
The Abedin family footsteps went back and forth setting foot in India, the United
Kingdom and the United States. Abdullah Ghazi, a graduate of Harvard University in
Comparative Religion reminisces to the times how he met the Abedins:

“Later we shifted to Gary in Indiana State, 40 kms from Chicago. In
1976, I met Rabita chief Dr. Abdullah Omar Naseef and Dr. Zainul
Abedin of Institute of Muslim Minority Affairs. They encouraged me to
take up this venture. The first book to come out was Our Prophet, an
assignment from King Abdul Aziz University, Jeddah at Dr. Naseef’s
behest. But books were not enough. What was required was a
curriculum. We studied the religious curriculum of Christians and
Jews. The Jews teach the Old Testament on four levels. We estimated
that we would need nearly 150 books to teach the Quran, Hadith, Fiqh,
Sociology, moral sciences etc.”
Saleha’s well-established membership as a leader with the Muslim Brotherhood is
perhaps the lesser of two evils—an appetizer—in comparison to the connections

between Abdullah Omar Naseef and working with the Abedins managing the
Muslim Minority Affairs as a single unit stemming way back to plans designed by the
Wahhabist Ministry of Islamic Affairs in Saudi Arabia. These rendezvoused in the
United States as far back as 1976. The link we provided [here] is a detailed essay
showing United Nations records with intricate and detailed evidence into the works
of the Abedins with al-Qaeda financiers.
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